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COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
Conway, South Carolina
Dedication:
Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia
No one could better represent our theme of Happiness Is . . . Coastal
Carolina College than Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia. Born in Waterbury,
Connecticut, he has an impressive educational history, a wide variety of
professional experiences, along with numerous memberships and hon-
ors. Dr. Squatriglia received his Bachelor's and Master's degrees from
the College of William and Mary, and his Ph.D. (with honors) from the Uni-
versity of South Carolina. His previous positions include: Assistant Dean
of Men at the College of William and Mary; Graduate Assistant, Instruc-
tor, and Counselor at U.S.C. — Columbia; Vice-President of Student
Affairs at State University College in Brockport, New York; and Associate
Dean of Student Affairs at State University of New York, Albany.
***
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'
Dr. Bob with his side-kick, Chris McNeill
Presently Dean of Student Development here at Coastal,
Dr. Bob (also known on occasion as "Dr. Squat") stays
very involved on our campus. A few of these involvements
are: The Student Media Committee, O.D.K. faculty advisor,
Vice-President for Programming of P.D.K., and The Stu-
dent Affairs Committee.
Dr. Bob and his wife, Betty, have
four children; Robby, Katie, Beth,
and Stephen.
He is an avid baseball fan, most
particularly following the New York
Yankees, and the impressive collec-
tion of autographed pictures in his
gameroom attests to his enthusiasm.
His prized baseball memorabilia
Katie, Betty, Robby, Beth, and Stephen (with their dog, Spanky)
For your committment to the continued improvement
of Coastal Carolina College and your involvement with
the student body, Dr. Bob, we happily dedicate this edi-
tion of the ATHENEUM to you.
In a world like this
**~
Wars, starvation, infla-
tion, national and interna-
tional disasters, corruption,
pollution ... pressures com-
ing from many sources can
make the future seem bleak
indeed, and can make us
wonder how we can cope.
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We need a place ...
As the future leaders of this world, we need a place to think, to
learn, to grow. We also need a place to express ourselves in
ways that fit our individual personalities.

Like Coastal Carolina College
In spite of the problems that are facing our nation's col-
leges and universities, many positive things are happening
here at Coastal.
COASTAL
CAROLINA
WELCOME
TO
USC COASTAL
CAROLINA COLLEGE
CLASSES BEGIN
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Increased enrollment, expanded
parking facilities, and campus land-
scaping are just a few of the indications
that here at Coastal we have a good
thing going. The wedding under the
Atheneum illustrates that social as well
as educational experiences can take
place at Coastal.
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HAPPINESS IS...
12
C0A8TAL
CAROLINA
COLLEGE!
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Happiness is Coastal's ...
ACTIVITIES
As the Brew Flows
^ Beer, games, beer, food, beer, and music are the ingre-
dients of a successful CINO (Coastal Is A/umber One) Day.
This year was no exception. Over 10 kegs of brew were
consumed on the steps of the College Center, while con-
tests were held to determine who could stack beer cases
the highest. Keg rolling, hula hoop twirling and just plain
fun added to the pre-exam merriment.
The End Is a Beginning
%"* 41
The place was Kimbel Gymnasium and the event was
Graduation 1980. The date: Saturday, May 10, 1980.
Speaker of the House Rex Carter addressed the May grad-
uates as President Holderman and Chancellor Singleton
awarded the degrees. There were 19 Associate Degrees in
Technical Nursing, 70 Bachelor of Arts Degrees, 80 Bache-
lor of Science Degrees, 12 Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies Degrees, and 18 Master of Education Degrees
granted. Each recipient was proud to receive the coveted
sheepskin. Good luck, graduates!
* **•
Santi Jimongkonkul
REGISTRATION — MASS CONFUSION
Those students who are unable to
CAR register must endure reglar reg-
istration at Williams Brice Gym-
nasium. Lines, forms, lines, forms,
and plenty of waiting around. If the
class you planned to take was filled
up, it's back into line to sign up for
another one. Follow the arrows from
room to room, and good luck!
18
SCSSL IN ACTION
p: Mrs. Jenson speaks on behalf of Presi-
nt Carter at the debates, and the new ban-
\r for SCSSL is first used in public. The
•astal Delegation helped to make the SCSSL
inner.
Bottom Right: The Coastal Carolina Delegation
took time out of compiling the billbooks to
remember the U.S. hostages in Iran. On
November 4, on the one year anniversary of
their capture, the delegation placed large yel-
low bows on the front and back entrace pillars
of Coastal Carolina College as a reminder of
the hostages' plight. These yellow bows will
remain until the hostages are released.
Bottom Left: In September, Governor Van D.
Hipp, Lieutenant Governor Melody Murphy,
President Pro Tern Kevin Dunlap, and Secre-
tary of State Allan Kujala met with Dr. Douglas
Carlisle at his home to iron out the final details
for fall session.
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EXCELLENCY ACKNOWLEDGED
Last Spring the Sixth Annual Awards Banquet was held
at the Landmark Hotel. Following a dinner, Dr. Squatriglia
presided over the presentations. Some of the categories in
which awards were given were: SGA officers, Class Presi-
dents, Pulbications, Athletics, Honorary Academic awards
and awards in eacb of the individual disciplines.
Certificates were presented to the members of Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges.
Dr. Squatriglia was quoted as saying that "The Banquet
was an outstanding success due to the outstanding coop-
eration between all parties concerned."
Pictured below:
1. Connie Gunter receives the Atheneum Editor award
2. Monroe Thomas, recipient of the George C. Rogers
Award, Dr. Singleton, Andrew O. Nagle, recipient of the
Faculty Award for General Excellence
3. Faculty member Edgar L. Dyer receives an award from
the Student Development Division
4. Cheerleaders are commended by their faculty advisor
Pat Singleton
jyjw
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KLOWNING AROUND
On December 6, the Koastal Klowns participated in the
annual Conway Christmas parade. The Klowns, joined by
the Coastal Carolina Chanticleer, went through the streets
of Conway spreading holiday cheer and giving candy to the
young. A couple of the highlights were Harry Rogers
carrying his nephew on his shoulders while riding a unicycle
and Clark Vereen expertly applying make-up to one of the
klowns.
M
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PRESENTING THE ENTERTAINERS
Through the sponsorship of Cam-
pus Union, these performers have
entertained us throughout this year.
On November 20, Mike Cross
appeared in concert at the College
Center. On March 17, Chuck Mitchell
entertained us for talent night. For
Cino Day everyone enjoyed the Full
Circle Band. Campus Union should
be commended for their excellent
selection of performers. They were
enjoyed by many.
The Mighty Majors Band per-
formed for the Spring Formal. The
Amida Band provided the entertain-
ment for the Christmas Formal which
was December 5 at the Landmark.
On September 17, John Bayley was
present for a Coffeehouse Perform-
ance in the College Center. On Octo-
ber 9th and 10th, Barry Drake pro-
vided entertainment for another Cof-
feehouse in the College Center.
Spring Semester Welcome Back Dance
24
Coastal Classes Leave the Classroom
Professor Joyce Par-
ker's Children's Literature
class decorated the Sin-
gleton House in Conway in
a Mother Goose motif as a
class project. Children
from the community were
invited to participate in a
game or teaching tool to
emphasize the story, and
also received a small gift
from each of the charac-
ters.
A tour of the house took
about 45 minutes and
included puppet shows,
refreshments and nursery
rhymes. A nice change
from a traditional final
exam.
(photo courtesy Bill Scrodgins)
The Anthropology class
at Coastal Carolina found
pieces of Indian pottery
dating back to 1000-5000
B.C. on a site off US 501
near Waccamaw Acad-
emy. According to Dr.
Reinhold Engelmayer,
instructor of the class, an
Indian settlement was
once located on the site. A
fire place area was also
unearthed.
Left to right: Dr. Reinhold Engel-
mayer, Dave Wilkie (standing),
Laurie Geddings, Michael Gas-
que, Ross Morrison, Tony
Edwards (digging), Tucker Gore,
and Steve Benton.
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SENIORS SPONSOR TURKEY SHOOT
In order to raise money for student
activities, the Senior Class sponsored
two turkey shoots. The first was held
on Saturday, November 15. The sec-
ond was held Friday and Saturday,
December 12 and 13. The shoots
were held at the Coastal Mall in Con-
way.
26
CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION WITH WINE &
There was a large crowd at the
CCC Christmas Wine and Cheese
Party sponsored by SCSSL and SGA.
They served white and red wines, and
various cheeses and crackers. A
Christmas tree was standing and stu-
dents were supposed to bring an
ornament to the party. However the
tree had about three decorations
total. The party took place December
3, 1980 at 1:30 p.m.
Waccamaw Regional Studies
Coastal Carolina is exploring the
history and culture of the Waccamaw
Region and is rapidly developing into
a resource center for information on
the area stretching from the North
Carolina border through Horry and
Georgetown counties to Winyah Bay
and the Atlantic Ocean. The new ven-
ture, "The Waccamaw Regional
Studies Project," is funded by a grant
from the South Carolina Committee
for the Humanities, is a continuing
project at Coastal
The basic goals of
promote research
to disseminate the
public. Historian
Charles W. Joyner,
of the Waccamaw
Project.
Carolina College,
the project are to
into the area and
information to the
and folklorist
serves as director
Regional Studies
28
Solar Research Begun at Coastal
Solar energy research, a new pro-
ject at Coastal Carolina College,
received much recognition. The
$400,000 solar energy research pro-
ject is a study of the practicality of
heating and cooling with the sun's
energy. Coastal professor Harry
Robison of Litchfield Beach is direc-
tor of the experiment. Robison
believes the solar theories he will
study should reach the commercial
market in about two years.
29

There was plenty to eat and drink and plenty of people to
do the eating and drinking at the Christmas Formal, spon-
sored by Campus Union, and held at the Landmark on
December 5. Beer, wine, and champagne were free,
poured by Business Club members. Entertainment was
provided by "AMIDA". It was an evening to join your
friends in forgetting that finals week was just two days
away.
Coastal Happenings
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Fifty-Five Participants
Spring orientation was held on
Thursday, January 8, 1981 in the Col-
lege Center. Approximately 55 stu-
dents participated in their first expe-
rience with Coastal Carolina College.
Welcome new students!
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
Alfredo Alencar GPR 3.4
Coastal Council for
International Scholarship,
Alpha Mu Gamma, Dean's
List, Soccer Club, History
Club, International Club
Tammy Aycock GPR 3.3
Myrtle Beach Rotary Club
Scholarship, Phi Alpha Theta
V.P.,ODKV.P., Dean's List,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Golden
Hearts, SCSSL
Theresa Barry GPR 3.8 Alpha
Mu Gamma, Phi Sigma Tau,
ODK, Socratic Club, Upstage
Co.
Charles Batson GPR 3.3
President's List, Dean's List,
Kleber Scholarship, Archarios
Editor, Phi Sigma Tau
President
Ellen Boyles GPR 3.8 ODK,
Dean's List, President's List,
SACS Committee
Rodney Brown GPR 3.9
Nelson Scholarship, ODK,
President's Honor Roll,
Dean's List
Kimberly Collins GPR 3.9
Charles L. Watson
Scholarship, President's
Honor Roll, Dean's List, ODK,
Choir
Lauria Geddings GPR 3.6
ODK, Conway Fine Art Club
Scholarship, Dean's List,
President's List, Choir,
Archaeology Club
Lawson Hopper GPR 3.7
Dean's List, Football, Air
Force Active Duty
Elizabeth Jordan GPR 3.9
Dean's List, President's
Honor Roll, Mathematical
Advancement Council,
Upstage Company
William Dickens GPR 3.3
ODK, Dean's List, Dale Floyd
Scholarship, Soccer Team
Silvester Kool GPR 3.5
Foreign Student Scholarship,
Alpha Mu Gamma, ODK,
President's Honor Roll,
Dean's List, International
ClubV.P.
34
Allan Kuiala GPR 3.4 ODK,
Phi Alpha Theta, Alpha Mu
Gamma, Upstage Company,
Young Democrats President,
Chanticleer, SCSSL
Alison Martin GPR 4.0
President's Honor Roll,
Dean's List, ODK, Atheneum
Editor, Student Media
Committee
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Barbara Moore GPR 3.7 ODK,
Choir, SGA
Melody Murphy GPR 3.2
Ronnie Hinson Memorial
Scholarship, SCSSL Lt.
Governor, Chanticleer Staff
Writer, Sokratic Club,
Archaeology Club
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Susan O'Brien GPR 3.4
1
Dean's List, President's
Honor List, Physical
Education Majors' Club,
Softball Club
Janet Tanner GPR 3.6 Scurry
Academic Scholarship,
Burroughs Foundation
Academic Scholarship, ODK,
Dean's List, ACES Club, Choir
Cherri Dix — 1980 GPR 3.2
Horry County Higher
Education Commission
Scholarship, SGA, ODK,
Dean's List, SGA Secretary
— 1980-81
Brett Gardner — 1980 GPR
3.3 Jack Nelson Science
Scholarship, APO President,
Alpha Mu Gamma, Spirit
Club, Cheerleader, SGA V.P.,
Dean's List
Michael Quirion — 1980GPR3.8
Alpha Mu Gamma, Phi Sigma Tau, Phi
Alpha Theta, ODK, Ocean View
Memorial Foundation Scholarship,
James Branham History Scholarship,
President's Honor Roll, Dean's List,
SGA, Sokratic Club, Choir
Phillip Stalvey GPR 3.7 Junior
Marshall, Presidential
Election Debate Team
Carole Gatlin — 1980 GPR
3.5 ODK, Chancellor's
Advisory Committee, Dean's
List
Anne Steele — 1980 GPR 3.8
College Republicans, ODK,
SACS Committee, Dean's
List, President's Honor Roll
35
Happiness Is Coastal's . •
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Student Government Association
The purpose of the Student Government
Association of Coastal Carolina College is to
enhance the knowledge of students regarding
government and Parliamentary Procedure and
form a basis for Student Ruling.
S.G.A. Officers:
President — Dan Hambrick
Vice-President — Jay Pritchard
Secretary — Cherri Dix
Treasurer — Gloria Prince
Senior Class President — Harold C. Johnson
Junior Class President — Allan Kujala
Sophomore Class President — Kelly Black
Freshman Class President — Terrell Mishoe
The Faculty Advisor — Will Allred
The Student Government Association meets
every other Friday in room 230 (the
organizational lounge) in the College Center.
Membership is open to anyone interested.
Dan Hambrick (alias 7T?/4VOLL4!!)ishard at work.
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Harry gives the photographer a great big smile.
The S.G.A. members are busy counting ballots. A typical S.G.A. meeting.
meeting up. Gloria Prince keeps the budget balanced.
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The purpose of the Coastal Carolina Delegation of
the South Carolina State Student Legislature is to
provide leadership training in the S.C. Legislative
process. The faculty advisors for this year are Mr.
Strothers and Edgar Dyer.
Members of the SCSSL sit down to a buffet supper. A busy meeting.
SCSSL MEMBERS
40
Young Republicans
The Young Republicans whole heartily
supported Ronald Reagan and George Bush.
They were very supportive during his campaign.
Ronald Reagan during his inaugaration. The Young Republicans support Ronald Reagan.
Young Republicans
41
Young Democrats
This year the Young
Democrats sponsored debates
between John Jenerette and
John Napier, and other
candidates for the Democratic
Primary.
Picture 1. President Jimmy Carter
waves to his fellow supporters.
Picture 2. Allan Kujala really gets
involved at the Democratic Convention
Picture 3. Johnny Brown and Allan
Kujala enjoy the Convention
tremendously.
Picture 4. Excitement fills the air at the
Democratic Convention in New York
City.
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New Initiates to ODK, left to right: Terry Barry, Barbara Moore, Janet Tanner, Janice
Camp, Pat Baker, Alison Martin, Kim Collins, Janice Coward, Rodney Brown, Silvard Kool
and Allan Kujala.
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK) is a leadership
honor society which recognizes those students
who have attained a high level of leadership in col-
legiate activities as well as high academic achieve-
ment.
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Sokratik Club
The Sokratik Club promotes philosophical and social activities.
They also sponsor the Yuletide, and Springtide Symposia, Deanie-
Weenie Roast, Ice Cream Day, the festival in Honor of St. Katie the
Virgin, as well as various speakers.
ui
Faculty Advisor — Dr. Robinson Harry Stevens, Mike Quirion, Mike Gasque, Tony Edwards, Claudia Cleary, Lynette Hendrix, D<
Gamble, Minnion White, Brett Cox, Tim Carrier, and Terry Berry.
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Row 1: Don Gamble, Terri Barry, Claudia Cleary, and Dr. Robert Robinson. Row 2: Chuck Batson, Dr. Eleanor Lester, Lynette Hendricks. Row
3: Brett Cox, Meg Methchild, Jack Purcell, Michal Quirion, Michael Gasque, David Wilkie.
Phi Sigma Tau is an honor society that works to
promote scholastic excellence in philosophy. It stimu-
lates thought by presenting guest speakers from out-
side the coastal area. Their faculty advisor is Robert
Robinson. Officers are: Charles E. Batson — presi-
dent, Lynette E. Hendrix — Vice president, and
Theresa A. Barry — secretary and treasurer.
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HISTORY CLUB
The History Club meets once a month at the home
of James Branham, their faculty advisor. It discusses
current events on the local, state and national levels.
Some of their various activities and projects this year
were: the November 4 — Election Day Gathering, the
End of Semester Meeting, and the New Years Day
Party
The History Club relaxes after a heated discussion over the manner in which to handle the Iranian hostage situation.
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In April of 1980 the following students
received honorary academic awards as
distinguished foreign language students: L
to r: Theresa Barry, Deborah Haselden
Brown, Stephen Harvey, Rod Lee, Cindy
McKenzie, Margaret Prince and Cynthia
Turner.
Phi Alpha Theta is an Honor Society in History.
Its purpose is to recognize excellence in history,
and to promote the study of history. To make the
benefits of the Society help the college community
is the society's main goal. The projects and activi-
ties this year were: November 11, 1980 — Annual
Banquet in honor of new members, Spring semes-
ter 1981 — Annual Regional State Convention in
South Carolina.
Phi Alpha Theta
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The International Club is one of
the oldest clubs at Coastal Caro-
lina College. Through the years,
many professors have been
encouraging a solid formation of
an international community
among students.
Oktoberfest was the beginning
of this community which has been
now successfully achieved by the
coming of foreign students, sup-
ported by the Coastal Council for
Internationals — a Grand Strand
community organization.
And from then on, students
have been taking active part in the
club, culminating with the Interna-
tional Coffee House at the Spring
'80 Fine Arts Festival.
International Club Officers
1
Front row: Nitzan Mizrahy, Leonardo Nakayama, Lucia Dutra. Row 2: Tana Nauyen, Per Akesson, David Hall, Silvard Kool, Sanii Jimong-
kongkul, Alfredo Allencar. Row 3: Seif Fahmi, Al Hall, Michael Turner, Bruno Gujer — Advisor.
I
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Semi-annual blood drive. Frank Sarvis and Dan Hambrick during pledge drive.
Left to right: Mike Chatham, Chris Jones, Zack Shepard, Harry Stevens, Frank Sarvis, Jim Mulholland, Danny MacDonald, Dan Hambrick. Not
pictured: Brett Gardner, Jim Pack.
Alpha Phi Omega is a National Service fraternity. Its
purpose is to develop leadership, promote friendship,
and provide service to humanity. By doing so, its aim is
to further the freedom which is our national, educational
and intellectual heritage.
Alpha Phi Omega
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The purpose of Sigma Phi Epsilon is to help young
men develop their characters through the brother-
hood of the fraternity. They also help to bring out the
stronger qualities these young men may have.
This year, their activities included: the 2nd annual
Snake-In, a camping trip, various sports programs, a
Warehouse party, an April's Fools Party, St. Patrick's
Day party, and a Flunker's Ball at the end of the
semester. They also held a Christmas party on the
Dixie Bell river boat.
ANTHEM
Dear Old Fraternity all my life through
I'll love and cherish, the mem'ry of you
Should harm betide me, thou e'er will guide me
Sigma, dear Sig-Ma Phi Ep-silon true.
Top row: Mike Shepard, Bob Greer, Richard Mclnnis, Allen Rutherford, Billy Jennings, Keith Andersen, Bryan Schild, Tim Chestnut, James Eason.
Middle row: Steve Brakefield, Zack Shepard, Ted Deloach, Jimmy Waldorf, Kent Merrell. Front row: George Overby, Walter Conner, Mike Rogers.
Not pictured: Norm Evans, Tony Home, Danny Mac Donald, David Smith, Foster Fowler, Steve Fogner, David Pickens, Jeff O'Palko, Steve Crum.
50
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)81 Officers: Top row: Jimmy Waldorf, (Chaplain), Billy Jennings, (V-Pres.), Robert Greer (Pres.), Richard McGinnis (recorder). Bottom row: Keith
|
idersen (Controller), Zack Shepard (Secretary), Steve Brakefield, (Member at large), James Eason (Advisor).
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Campus Union has been very busy this year providing entertainment for the students of Coastal Carolina College. It
is the main campus organization which provides social activities for and with the college community. Campus Union
sponsors concerts, coffeehouse programs, discos, video programs, and special programs such as comedies and stu-
dent talent shows. Campus Union is composed of students who volunteer their time to produce programs for their
fellow students. Students interested in participating are asked to contact the Campus Union office located on the sec-
ond floor of the College Center in room 204B.
This year Campus Union hosted such entertainment as:
The Fall Welcome Back Dance — September 19, 1980
The Christmas Formal — December 5, 1980
The Spring Welcome Back Dance — January 23, 1981
Homecoming Dance — February 14, 1981
CINODay — April 8, 1981
Officers are:
R. Norman Evans — coordinator; Danny MacDonald — assistant coordinator; Mitzi Buzonas — secretary and P.R.
chairman; and Pat Singleton — advisor.
Is it true that Campus Union members see, speak, and hear no evil?
52
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This year's cheerleaders contributed much spirit
for the 1980-81 men's and women's basketball
teams. Their new uniforms added to Coastal's school
spirit. Thank you, cheerleaders, for a job well done!
Cheerleaders
55
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SOPRANOS
Wendy Bellamy
Brenda Benton
Virginia Bolinger
Vicki Brown
Kimberlyn Cail
Lynn Dennis
Melinda Enzor
Monica Godfrey
Debbie Hallicky
Jenny Johnson
Kim Johnson
Jennifer Jones
Barbara Moore
Sally Purcell
Christina Riley
Adecia Sawyer
Tommie Scott
Cherie Vivrett
Jan Williams
TENORS
Jeffrey Allen
David Anderson
Timothy Carrier
Donald Gamble
Bart Looper
Tim Nesbit
Ford Sanders
David Shelley
Jimmy Sherman
CHOIR MEMBERS
BASS
Charles Barnes
Fred Davis
Kenneth Hucks
Brian Litton
Steve Purcell
Orlando Skillings
Clifford Smith
Bob Steele
Lance Winburn
ALTOS
Nancy Adkins
La' Phael Anderson
Carol Boatwright
Cassandra Chestnut
Jennifer Cononico
Ginger Elliott
Abby Grainger
Beth Hyman
Nancy King
Shannon Lambert
Lynn Martin
Janet Turner
Melody Turner
1. The choir members are deep in thought.
2. These members are working hard to raise money for the choir.
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The first production by the Upstage Company was
Windows, directed by Cynthia Hodell. This was fol-
lowed up by the play, Moon for the Misbegotten,
directed by Tom Jones.
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The Chanticleer is the campus newspaper. It was
established in 1962, and is printed every other Wednesday
during the academic year. It reports events of interest to
the students which have occurred and informing the
students of upcoming events. Its motto is, "Freedom of
speech, freedom of the press, but a slave to the
deadlines!!!"
Membership is open to anyone and academic credit is
offered.
Special features this year included: an April Fool's Day
paper with a special fool's section, and the Lampoon
Edition printed in the fall.
Even when the paper is gone, the news lives on
Clark Vereen spends many long hard hours trying to beat deadlines.
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She is amazed at Clark's new suggestion.
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EDITOR: Clark Vcreen
MANAGING EDITOR:
Cynthia Turner
NEWS EDITOR: Allan Kujala
EDITORIAL EDITOR:
Buster Bradham
SPORTS EDITOR: Glenn Mishoe
FEATURE EDITOR:
^ Donna Mishoe
BUSINESS MANAGER:
Cherri Dix
SALES: Terrell Mishoe
REPORTERS Jeff Hughes
Lynne Radcliffe
Steven Canady
Melody Murphy
Martha Wilhoit
Steve Reed
Wendye Turner
Eva Wood
Esta Hill
Delphine Johnson
CARTOONIST:
Charlene Foster
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS:
Mitzi Buzonas
Kim Russell
Polly Lee
ADVISOR: Edgar L. Dyer MH
R
~
The Chanticleer, established in
1962, is a student publication of
Coastal Carolina College. The
opinions expressed do not represent
those of the administration, faculty,
or students as a whole.
Clark spends much of his time trying to line up ads for the Chanticleer.
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Atheneum
The Atheneum works very hard to capture in words and pictures
the past year at Coastal Carolina College. The only membership
requirements are; (1) Interest (2) Energy (3) Desire to work hard (4)
Patience (5) And a bottle of Excedrin for all the migrane
headaches.
Editor-in-chief: Alison F. Martin
Faculty advisor: Scott Johnson
Assistant editor for photography:
Barbara Chatham
Business manager: Jackie Singleton
Assistant business manager: Cindy Flohr
Activities section editor: Glenda Lewis
Assistants Rachael Graham and Rebecca Smith
McCormick
Students and Faculty Sections editor:
Anna Huff, assistants Anna Brown
and Kathy McCormick
Sports section editor: Jeff Hughes, assistants
Beth Smith and Lynne Radcliffe
Organizations section editor: Damaris Allen
assistants Cindy Brown and Karen Rabon
Photographers: Khon Reid, Robert Page,
Carl Finley, Steve Todd
Artist: Charlene Foster
60
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As Coastal's only literary publication Archarios
encourages the artistic creativity of all students in
photography, artwork, poetry and also fiction. Pub-
lished annually, entries for the magazine are selected
by an unbiased committee of students and faculty.
Layout Editors: Bob Matin and Gregory G. Maynard. Archarios Editors and Advisor: Tim Hewitt, Dr. T. J. Trout, O.S.M.
Thomas David Wilkie.
Thomas David Wilkie, Elizabeth Robertson, Lynette Hendrix, Mary Claire Heffington, Tim Hewitt, Wanda Windes, Bob Askins, Dr. James W.
Beaty.
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Afro-Am Society Members
w. v. -i $ Wl
Afro-Am sponsors a bake sale. A typical club meeting.
Afro-Am Society
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The Coastal Clowns were very active this year. They
attended the local parades and also participated in the
party for underprivileged children held at TEC. Officers this
year are Martha Wilhoit — president, Becky Smith - V.
president, Lynn Radcliffe — secretary treasurer, Anna
Brown — S.G.A. representative.
Harry adds finishing touches to Squeaky's makeup. Martha makes them smilet
Row 1 : Martha Wilhoit, Regina Radclif , Lynn Radcliff , Squeaky Jordan, Row 2: Anna Brown, Rebecca Smith, Wendy Ward, Harry Rogers.
64
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As a preprofessional organization the Student
Nurses Association gives members a chance to
be more knowledgeable about their chosen pro-
fession, and keeps them up to date on new
issues within the profession. The Student
Nurses Association has been active since the
1973-1974 academic year. Local projects have
included fund raising as well as community pro-
jects. Members have attended meetings on the
state and national level, and several members
have held state offices.
president — Cheryl Woodward
vice president — Patti Meeks
treasurer — Joyce Scurry
S.G.A. representative — Lauren Honeck
Nursing students give their sick patient the best care possible.
Student Nurses Association
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Since 1973 this ecumenical organization has cele-
brated Holy Communion each week during term on
campus. This year, with presiding Chaplain Dr. Robin-
son and chairman Harry Stevens the SCM has held
meetings every Sunday for discussion and the Saint
Anne's Episcopal service. Membership requirements
are basic interest and commitment to classical Chris-
tianity.
i *
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Top row, I to r: Joe Chiarilli, Greg Denk, Kevin Sheffer, Tim Belda, Captain. Bottom row, I to r: Kenny Tomko, Kathy Rion, Billy Hurston.
Billy leads the team with a 180 average. Kathy lines up for a strike.
This year the teams that the Bowling Club played
were USC, USC-Spartanburg, Clemson and Citadel.
This is their second year in existence, and although
they have not had a winning season, they look for-
ward to improving that record in the future.
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Society of Undersea World
The Society of the Undersea World is designed to bring about an
awareness of the sea and its surrounding environment. Members
must be students of Coastal Carolina College and have an interest in
the undersea world. The club was founded in the spring of 1974. Since
then the club has taken many diving trips in local areas and in Florida.
The club has also engaged in fossil hunting expeditions. Projects this
year have been two dives at the Cooper River, Bradford, Florida, and
trips to the Biology Labs in South Carolina.
Officers:
Brian Merry, Chris Williams — co-presidents
Jeanette Galbraith — secretary
MikeShepard — treasurer
Dr. Doug Nelson — advisor
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This year the Fishing Club at Coastal Carolina held
the 7th Annual "Coastal Carolina Invitational." There
were teams competing from: Coastal Carolina, Pem-
broke State, University of North Carolina, Western
Ontario University, and Yale University. The three day
event took place October, 16th- 18th. For the fifth
consecutive year all students, coaches and officials
were the guests of the Leroy Springs Company at
Springmaid Beach, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.
The Fishing Club is under the direction of Dr. Don-
ald Millus.
(1) The Santee-Cooper Intercollegiate.
(2) He has landed a big one!!
(3) Coastal angler Millus, McDougal, Askins, and Perry
celebrate their victory in the Seventh Annual Coastal Carolina
Invitational held at Murrels Inlet.
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Archaeology Club
Some Archaeology Club members look at artifacts. Archaeology Club advisor Dr. Reinhold Englemeyer.
Members of this new "club" are: Top to bottom, left to right: Brian
Webster, Clark Vereen, Norm Evans, Lynne Radcliffe, Cindilou
Hockman, Martha Wilhoit, Jeff Hughes, Jay Pritchard, Barbara
Chatham. UnoClub
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Now in its second year, the Rugby Club has become one of the most
active clubs on campus. The members have established themselves
on campus and throughout the state as a competitive, fun-loving
bunch of athletes. They have their sights set on winning the S.C. State
championship this year. Rugby Club
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QPORTS
Chants Return to Court
The 1980-81 Chant Basketball team should have a very
good season, despite what its final record might show. This
season will be one of the toughest schedules the Chants
have faced in its history.
Team speed will make up for height. A good attitude,
unselfishness, and willingness to give 100% towards vic-
tory characterizes this year's team.
Nate Gagum is the only senior on the squad, so Burgman
will have a group of experienced players returning.
Burgman expects the Chants to win their first District VI
Championship, then travel to Kansas City for the National
NAIA Championships.
Burgman's new assistant coach is a former Coastal
player from Rockville, Maryland. His name is Dennis
Casey. Good luck Chants.
Asst. Coach Dennis Casey; Head Coach Russ Burgman
Players: L-R Back row: Micheal Hopkins, James Hooks, Nate Gagum, Walt Rudolph, Todd Helf, John Campbell, Tony Whittington. Bottom row: Michael
Schwartz, Roger Holmes, Herm Senor, James Brown, James Edmonds, Mark D'Antoni, Tom Rollings.
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Women's Basketball
This season was very disappointing for the Lady Chants.
A very young and inexperienced team was the cause for
the disappointing season. The 80-81 season was a
rebuilding year for the women's team. Last year's team
graduated except for four returning players.
Coastal's outstanding player is Sherry Barnhill. She
plays a very consistent game and is a improving player.
She has possible all state potential.
"The biggest disappointment is just putting the ball in
the net, but they play good defense and offense," Steve
Taylor says.
Good luck next year lady Chants.
Sherry Barnhill goes for two
row, I to r: Coach Steve Taylor. Kathy Rowland, Sandra Leach. Emma Johnson, Alesia Sanderson Sherry Barnhill. Al Chestnut Bottom row, I to r Pam
Leasure. Linda Sellers. Caroline Best, Debbie Smith, Denise Byrd. Terry Hickman
77

Good crowds at women's games!
79
Rah Rah Girls
Jottom row: Lisa Rhue, Susan Gambrell, Michelle Loftus, Joy Stewart, Kathy Rion, Lisa Woodberry. Top row: Sabrina Rhi-
nehart, Paula Donlon, Susan Tomko. Not pictured: Tina Burgman.
80
After tryouts on September 29, the cheerleaders for the
1980-81 school year were chosen. Kathy Rion is the
captain of the ten member squad and Joy Stewart is the
assistant captain. Other cheerleaders are Lisa Rhue,
Susan Gambrell, Michelle Loftus, Lisa Woodberry, Sabrina
Rhinehart, Paula Donlon, Susan Tomko and Tina
Burgman.
A new addition to the team is our mascot, the
Chanticleer. The suit is worn alternately by Derek Myers
and Norm Evans.
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District Six Baseball Champs
Back row: Doug Sabbagh, Gary Gilmore, Ken Filpe, Tim Paugh, John Shiroky, Ken Chandler, Fred Kowalik, Walt Parmenter, Steve Smith, Bruce Levi, Tom
Romano, Mike Sabbagh. Front row: Coach Larry Carr, Joe Louis, Mark Geldberg, Steve Zink, Mark Clemmons, Rick Sanderson, Dave Snyder, Mark Gel-
hardt, Bruce Franklin, David Green, Bob Morin, Frank Paina, Frank Talotta
The 1979-80 Chants baseball team had one of its best
seasons. With a record of 29-7 in the regular season play,
the team advanced to the District 6 playoffs. Coastal won
the District 6 Championship for the third straight year.
Coastal was ranked 13 nationally, with a record of 33-8.
Coastal then advanced to the NAIA World Series in
Nashville, Tennessee, but losing 2 out of 4 games was
eliminated from the Series.
However, the major leagues did not miss Coastal.
Coastal sent three players to the National League.
Outfielder Tom Romano was drafted in the 14th round by
the Kansas City Royals. Pitcher Steve "Ice Man" Smith
went to the Toronto Blue Jays in the 21st round and
catcher Ken "KC" Chandler was signed by the Minnesota
Twins after the draft.
Coach Larry Hit Man Carr
"KC" Chandler Practice makes perfect.
Mike Sabbagh, Coach Larry Carr, John Shiroky
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Doug Sabbagh, Gary Gilmore, Ken Filpl, Tim Paugh, John Shiroky, Ken Chandler, Fred Kowalik, Walt Parmenter, Steve Smith, Bruce Levi, Tom Romano,
Mike Sabbaugh
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Chants Kick Grass
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Back row: Coach John Farrelly, no. 14 Scott Fries, no. 16 Calvin Clunil, no. 17 Everton Sparkes, no. 4 Paul Mandingo, no. 19 Eric Thelson, goalie Bill
Dickens, no. 3 Kurt Tausch, no. 1 Joe Chiarille. Front row: no. 10 Karl Tausch, no. 18 Steve Parsamanan, no. 12 Pete Giordano, no. 7 Don Thibadeau, no. 6
Brian Kukan, no. 11 Eric Heller, no. 8 John Zegarski, no. 5 Steve Tharner, no. 9 Brian Knoess, no. 13 Kevin Holmak.
The 1980-81 Coastal soccer team had its best season with
a record of 12-4-2. After beating the College of Charleston in
district semifinals, Coastal lost to Erskine College 2-1 in Dis-
trict 6 NAIA finals.
During the season, Coastal was ranked 18th in the nation.
The team finished the season 10th in the nation in offense
with an average of 3.53 goals per game. To gain national rep-
utation is outstanding for a soccer team that has only been
around for three years.
Coastal's most outstanding players were as follows: Brian
Knoess, 16th in the nation in goal scoring and goals assisted.
Knoess averaged 1.17 goals per game. Bill Dickens finished
11th in the nation in goal tending. Dickens allowed 13 goals
all season with 8 shutouts in a row. Steve Warner, Kurt
Tausch, and Karl Tausch were also valuable assets to the
Chants.
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Eric Heller and Kevin Holmak display their style of teamwork

Soccer Team in Action
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Racqueteers Return to Court
The Coastal Carolina men's tennis team will again be a
contender for the district championship. For the last three
years Coastal has been in the top three places in the dis-
trict, placing third in 1978, first in 1979, and second in
1980. Over the past three years, under the direction of
Coach Marshall Parker, the netters have compiled a
record of 55 wins and 19 losses. Last year Eddie Gayon
and Lester Herbert represented Coastal and the District at
Kansas City, advancing to the quarterfinals before being
eliminated.
Players returning for the 1980-81 team are South Caro-
lina stars Lester Herbert and Eddie Williams, and Egyptian
ace Seif Fahmy. Joining these players will be Philadelphia
star Scott Koth, Canadian top-spin artist Robb Benney-
worth, Egyptian Khaled El Miniawi, and Kansas City's Joe
Christie. Also joining the team this year are Max Davis of
Washington state and John Robertson from North Caro-
lina.
The prospects for 1980-81 school year look good. The
team will miss Eddie Gayon and Mauricio Behar at the top
of the lineup; however, the team should be stronger down
the line than they were last year. The competition in the
district appears stronger this year with several teams hav-
ing much stronger teams than last year. But with so much
talent going for them, the team should expect another win-
ning season.
»HI
Robb Benneywortri demonstrates forehand.
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Eddie Williams knows victory is at hand.

Coastal Goes Caddyshack
The 1979-80 Chant Golf team has recorded its best sea-
son. After winning the NAIA District 6 Championship,
Coastal traveled to Saginaw Valley, Michigan for the
national championship. Coastal's Rick Lowallen placed 7th
in the tournament and later finished 9th in the national
tournament.
District Medalist Ray Freeman won the Edisto Classic
and the Citadel Shadow Moss Invitational for Coastal.
Freeman is Coastal's most outstanding golfer. Freeman
qualified for such tournaments as the Greater Greensboro
Open and the Colgate Hall of Fame.
Coastal had 6 out of 15 golfers to make all district golf-
ers. Charlie Askins and Charles Candidy were outstanding
freshmen for Coastal.
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ump, Set, Spik
L-R: Head Coach Violet Meade, Trainer Wendy Mayhew, Donna Thompson, Kim McCelland, Kim Williamson, Kathy Rowland, Martha Metts, Karen Stan-
ley, Alice Alcorn.Asst. Coach Anne Perritt. L-R, bottomrTereSa Boyd, Co-Captain Linda Sellers, Co-Captain Sue Herrnrcan, Merinda Derrick, Cathy Honey-
cutt/Not pictured: Manager and stattsttciart Denise Squires.
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Queens of the Court
The 79-80 season was an unexpectedly good one for
Coastal's women. The team stunned the physical Educa-
tion Department with their record of four wins and five
losses. That was quite an accomplishment, considering the
team was generally inexperienced.
The 80-81 team has a very promising future. Returning
players are: senior Jenny Marshall, juniors Dawn Shelley
and Sarah Manship: sophomores Cindy Hunt, Chris
Jansty, and Wendy Turner, who is ranked statewide.
Coach Dame has recruited some local talent for this year's
team. They are freshmen Jenny Turner, who is ranked on
the state level, Lisa Cleary and Robin Todt. The team will
be competing in Division III of the NATA. Their toughest
opponents will be UNC Wilmington, Converse College, and
South Carolina State. With all this talent, Coastal's wom-
en's tennis team should be the best in their league.
96
Sarah Manship demonstrates forehand. Dawn Shelley, most improved player.
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CAMPUS PERSONNEL
Horry County Higher Education Commission
Seated, I to r: John K. Massey, Treas., J. C. Hipp, George N. Magrath, Chairman, Edward M. Singleton, S. George Lovell, Donald A.
Moore. Standing, I to r: Keith Blanton, George D. Singleton, Jr., Bertis Floyd, Mildred H. Allen, Recorder, Edward M. Henry, Hubert
G. Gibson, Ernest F. Southern. Not pictured: Eugene H. Charmichael, John W. Dawsey, Sumter L. Langston, H. Otis Stogner, E.
Craig Wall, Jr.
The Coastal Educational Foundation is an eleemosymary corporation of the Horry County Higher Education Commission. Its mem-
bers are James A. Battle, James Blanton, Clay Brittain, Arthur M. Flowers, Jr., David R. Gravely, Joseph W. Holliday, James J.
Johnson, Dr. Edward L. Proctor, Robert R. Sansbury, C. Foster Smith, Dr. R. C. Smith, John C. Thompson, E. C. Wall, Sr. and Frank
M. Watts.
Chancellor's
Office
Dr. Edward M. Singleton is the chief Administrative
Officer of the College. He serves as the Chancellor
and Director at Coastal Carolina College.
Chancellor Edward M. Singleton
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Mildred H. Allen, Admin. Assist. Brenda Cox
Rod Gragg
John O'Dougherty Gwen Turner
Col. Wm. Baxley, Assoc. Chancellor for Public Relations
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Office of
Academic Affairs
Steve Nagle Dr. RoyTalbert
Clara Rogers Linda Montgomery
Pat Rogers
102
Business
. Office
Will Garland
Stella Beverly
Sandra Shelley
$
Sherrel Richardson
Gayle Skipper
Elaine Cribb
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Division of
Student Development
Chris McNeil Dr. Robert Squatriglia, Dean
Jimmy Soles Mary Harrison
Pat Singleton
Director, Student Activities
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Will Allred Dr. Elizabeth Puskar
Janet Dodge
Sarah MacDonald Jan Breitenbach
Alisa Mosley
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Professional
Food
Management
Ottie Chitwood Frances Faison Bill Flynn, Director
Larry Cantey Annie Richardson William Cantey
CCC Bookstore
fi
Deborah Sanders Bob Elvington, Manager
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Mary Bull
Jane Caldwell
Kay Alford
Dr. Dianna L. Smith
Charmaine Tomczyk
Doris Hamilton
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Paul Fowler
Mary Claire Heffington
107
Admissions
Office
Ms. Brenda Sawyer
Ms. Mary Bennett
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Mr. March Myers, Registrar
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IV
Ms. Lindy Smith
Mrs. Linda Carmichael
Mrs. Frances Williams
Ms. Cenita Bellamy
Ms. Sue Gerrald
Maintenance
and
Mr. Garnett Smith
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Custodial
Crews
Joe Breault
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Media
Center
Mr. Mack Sarvis
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Ms. Ann Marlowe, Graphics Mrs. Ester Edwards, Secretary Bill Edmonds, Photography
Learning
Resource
Center
Mr. Scott R. Johnson
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Dr. Sally Z. Hare
Ms. Helen Hood
Continuing
Education
and
Graduate
Regional
Studies
f i
1
Mrs. Mary Lou Aylor Mrs. Audrey Garland
111
Math and Computer
Science
Mrs. Deborah Vrooman
Mr. Steve West
Mrs. Pat Wood
Mrs. Donita Thrash
Or. Subhash Saxena
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Dr. Joseph Cicero, Director
Mr. Ed Nichols
Mr. Fred Cole Dr. Eugene Collins Albert Collins
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Business
Administration
Dr. Darcy Carr, Dean
Mr. Richard Peterson
Dr. Louis Gilles
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Mr. Andy Hendrick
Ms. Betty K. Smith, Secretary
Mr. William Michael Polen, Sr.
Mr. James Eason
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Dr. Richard Brunson
Dr. Ray Curtis Mrs. Nancy Goettel
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Ms. Kathy Rodwell, Secretary
Dr. Richard Koesterer Dr. Carl Freeman
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Dr. Coleen Lohr
Dr. Richard Moore, Dean
Dr. Lester Whitley
Dr. Joseph Pinson
Mr. Cliff Coney Mrs. Pat Rogers
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Dr. Wallace E. McNew Mr. Richard D'Amato Mr. Harry Robison
Dr. Terry Barnett Dr. Douglas Nelson Dr. S. Ballou Skinner
Dr. John Eberwein Dr. Richard Dame
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Social
and
Behavioral
Sciences
History
Mr. James Branham
Dean, John Vrooman
Dr. Charles Joyner
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Dr. James Farsolas Dr. Bruno Gujer Dr. Joseph Wightman
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Mr. Dan Selwa
Ms. Jane Hansen
Secretary
Dr. Reinhold Englemayer
Anthropology, Geography and
Government
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Dr. Paul E. Stanton
Mr. Tom Boyd
Psychology
and
Sociology
Dr. Elizabeth Puskar
Dr. Tony Albiniak
Dr. Janice Chesson
Dr. Wade K. Baird
Dr. Linda Schmidt
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Mrs. Jean Roberts, Director
Ms. Sada Buck
Ms. Pat Jordan, Secretary
Ms. Brenda Bellamy
N
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Ms. Patty Sue Hickman
Ms. Karen Carpenter Ms. Patricia Kirkland and
Ms. Catherine Haseman
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Physical
Education
Ms. Violet Meade
Dennis Casey, Grad. Asst.
Dr. Thomas E. Cooke
Ms. Jeanne Casey
Mr. Steve Taylor
Mr. Russ Bergman
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Director, Walt Hambrick
Ms. Barbara Prevatte, Secretary
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Dr. John Farrellv
Dr. Marshall Parker
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Mr. Larry Carr Ms. Sarah Ann McDearmon
Dr. James H. Rex, Dean Ms. Pat Taylor, Secretary
Dr. Timothy J. Touzel Ms. Ann Marlowe Mr. Stew Strothers
Dr. Dennis Wiseman Ms. Robbie Lee Mr. William Horace Wood
Dr. Patricia T. Candal Dr. Lance E. Bedwell Dr. Gilbert Hunt
Teacher Education
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Humanities
English and
Foreign
Language
Mrs. Sherrill Mishoe, Secretary
Dr. James Beaty Mrs. Joyce Parker
Dr. John B. Durrell, Dean
Dr. Eleanor Lester
Dr. Thomas Trout Dr. Donald Millus Ms. Linda Schwartz
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Dr. Gerald Groves Mrs. Glenda Sweet Mrs. Jane Robison
Mr. Steve Nagle Dr.Randall Wells Ms. Lillian Sanchez
Dr. Charles W. Gidney Dr. Alvin Hall Mrs. M. Faye Taylor
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Ms. Bobbie Lawson
Ms. Marianna Hamilton Ms. Martha Thomas
Philosophy /
Religion
Dr. Robert N. Robinson Dr. Ron Lackey Dr. Roy Russell
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Dr. Carol Schramm
Dr. William R. Hamilton
Music
Ms. Carolyn Cox
Theatre /
Speech
Ms. Claudia Cleary Mr. Thomas E. Jones Ms. Cynthia Hodell
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Student
Life

Charles E. Batson
Philosophy
I
** iff !l §
Johnny L. Brown
Inter. Studies
Mauricio Behar
Business
Rodney T. Brown
Business
Scott Branton
Management
Michael W. Chatham
Art Ed. and German Ed.
81
Lori Briggs
Physical Education
Chuck Cox
Physical Education
Seniors
Elaine H. Cremer
Inter. Studies
Stephen J. Crum
Marine Science
130
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Donna Edge
Accounting
R. Norman Evans
History
Lisa P. Davis
Psychology
Foster B. Fowler
Gen. Business
Cherri L. Dix
Accounting
Jeannette Galbraith
Marine Science
Seniors
Brett R. Gardner
Marine Science
Laurie Geddings
Music
Virginia B. Harrelson
Education
Lawson C. Hopper
Physical Education
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Harold C. Johnson, Jr.
Elementary Education
Amy K. Jones
Music Ed.
Janice Jordan
Bus. Administration
Linda Kemp
Physical Education
Michael Lee
Business
Amelia McMillan
Early Childhood Ed.
Cynthia A. Martin
Math Education
Kent Merrell
Business
Seniors
Gardenia Miller
Inter. Studies
E. Gordon Monneyham
Business Adm.
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£OASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD
David E. Pickens
Bus. Administration
Jit
Michael P. Quirion
History
Melissa Moskow
Physical Education
Jim Roberson
Marine Science
Melody A. Murphy
Administration
June Simmons
Inter. Studies
Seniors
Ray A. Singleton
Psychology
*
Elbert Smith
Marketing
Hugh M. Smith, Jr.
Physical Education
Mac Smith
Business Management
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F. Patrick Sullivan
Archeology
Cornelia S. Tenny
Education
Gordon Taylor
Physical Education
Thalia T. Vaught
Elementary Education
Seniors
Sam Ward
Management
Thomas David Wilke
English
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Frances Williams
inter. Studies
Marty Williams, Jr.
Physical Education
Joe B. Williams
Physical Education
Wanda Windes
Psychology
Seniors
Miriam Zeira
Accounting
Zoodle and Doodle
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Haven't We Met?
136
137
Darlene Abbey Arthur Adams Per Akesson Terri Aklin Damaris Allen
Sally Allen Allen Altman Jeffery Altman David Anderson LaPhel Anderson
138
Donna S. Arnette Tehri A. Barry Lisa R. Bean
Wendy R. Bellamy Loria Bennett Charles Black
Kelly J. Black Teresa Boyd
I
Steve Brakefleld Anna Brown Cynthia Brown
Franklin Brown, Jr. Gary A. Brown Karyl Brown Audie Burroughs Ann Bryant
139
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Coastal Carolina College
P.O. Box 275
Conway, S.C. 29526
Catherine Capps Daryl Carswell Barbara A. Chatham
Ellis Chestnut Terry Clark Jennifer Coble Linda D. Cobler Lori F. Cooke
Susan Cooke Brett Cox Derek Cox Eric Cox Sherry Cromer
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Lisa Edge
David L. Denton
Donna Edwards
Carolyn Dimery
Donna F. Elliott
Jacqulyn Dimery
Mike Enzor
Elaine Everett Suzanne Fernandez Cindy Flohr
141
R. Steven Fogner Stuart Fowler James Qalbraith Susan Gambrell Connie Glbbs
Monica Godfrey Debbie Grabowskl Ken Grabowskl Lisa Graham Rachel Graham
142
Vanessa Graham Flavla D. Grainger Thomas Hamilton
Tracy Hamilton Gayla Hardwick Julie Harmon
Jomo K. Harris Robert Haselden Lynell Hearl Eric A. Heller Herman Senor
Valeria Hickman Chris Hill Bradley Hooks Michael Hopkins Terry Housand
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Glenda Hucks Anna Huff Jeff Hughes Debbie Hull Donna Jo Hyman
)
Audrey Jacobs Dean James Dixie Elaine James Cynthia Jenkins
William Jennings Aaron Johnson Archie Johnson
Delphine Johnson Fran Johnson Frances Johnson Chris Jones Michael Jordan
Robert M. Kadison Leah Kelsey Silvard Kool Barbara Kotan Allan Kujala
Patty Lambert Tomas J. Langley Wesley Lawrimore Barbara Lee Diana Legrand
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Jeff Lofgren Susan Long Janet Lowder Angela McClary Kathy McCormick
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Joey McCulloch
VJ ^
Allen McKenzie Cynthia McKenzie Sheila McKenzie Michael McNabb
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Debra McNeill Daniel MacDonald Jeffrey Macneir Betobe Maldonado Anthony Marlowe
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Alison Martin Terry Martin Martha Metts Tina Mllllkers Donna Mishoe
Glenn Mishoe Terrell Mishoe Tracy Mishoe Barbara Moore Alison Morris
hr^
Jennifer Morris Derek Myers Leonardo Nakayama Tim Nesbitt
^
Raymond Newton
w
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Keith Nixon
William Perry
Angle Nolan JeffOttman Jim Pack
Elizabeth Price Beth Prince Gloria Prince
Patrick Parker
Jay Pritchard
A
Jack Purcell Sally Purcell Stephen Purcell Donna Rabon Karen Rabon
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Lynne Radcliffe Andrew Raisis Kathy Rlon David Risner Mark Robertson
Harry Rogers Cheryl Ross Marty V. Sanders Susie Sanders Adecia Sawyer
Jackie Singleton Amy Smith Beth Smith Cynthia Smith David Smith
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Debra Smith Susan Smith Herman Snipes III
Harry Stevens Michael Stowe Irvln Stuckey
Vanessa Squires Beth Stafford
Art Svrjcek Janet Tanner
Mitch Thompkins Sarah Thompson Joye Treadgill
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VI
Rex Tucker Cynthia Turner Melody Turner
* \ \
Jeff Venters Clark Vereen
Darryl Vick Cissy Wainwrlght Patricia Walters Wendy Ward Bryan Wester
Roper Wilkes Jan Williams Stacie Williams Eric Wilson Peter Wood
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SUPPORTERS
Patrons
Olympia Skate Arena
The Gold Center
Lois Eargle — State Representative
The Quality Shoppe
Magic Kitchen
Mildred's Dress Shop
P. H. Rose
154
LEWIS & MOORE
CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
7800 N. Kings Hwy.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Phone:449-6113
WE AIM AT
and Hop»"Wi
Hit tht Markl
CAROLINA IMPORTED PARTS
Parts <& accessories
For All Foreign Cars
bosch - lucas all electrical parts
1706 4TH AVE.
CONWAY, S.C 39536
Tony Lewis, owner
PHONE 246-4885
OFFICE SUPPLIES - BUSINESS MACHINES
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Eargle's Business Machines
Franchised Royal. Dealer
1111 Third Ave.
conway, s.c. 29526
248-4911
248-4068
JACK EARGLE
Owner
THE LIGHTHOUSE
Cross Stitch — Christian Gifts
Christian Books — Bibles
Church Supplies — Handcrafts
Floyd and Louise C. Goodwin
613 Main St. (7th and Main) Conway, S.C. 29526
Phone (803) 248-9632
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CHESAPEAKE HOUSE
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
3 Miles N. of City Limits
£*l \_l#&J4\ i Qi&i/rtu. IJiUwii ^T^^^^rt^"^^"^-""^ —L-^T--^~>c=g3ffSFSroJI=
Box 334, Murrells Inlet, South Carolina 29576
803-651-2044
Restaurant and Lounge
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''Probably the best predominately seafood
restaurant is the Gullyfield"
- Golf Magazine, Jan. 1979 449-31 11
L_
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pay caudles
OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
1111 NORTH KINGS HIGHWAY
MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA 29577
Compliments of
Professional Food Service
Management, Inc.
Robert Flynn, Food Service Director
Iftjv4Sr
Phone (803) 448-6234
HENRY COHEN, P.A. OPTICIAN
Free Parking at Rear Entrance
Prescriptions Filled and Lenses Duplicated
Zenetron Hearing Aids
PYA/MONARCH, INC
Conway, S.C.
Consolidated Foods
Company
Responsive to Consumer
Need
P.O. Box 486
1009 Broadway Ext.
Across From Mammy's Kitchen
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
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Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm
is there.
H. H. HATCHELL
Agent
321 W. Broadway
P. 0. Box 1886
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29577
Bus. Phone: 448-3128
Res. Phone: 272-8016
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
DOCKSTREET BOOK STORE
Hardcover and Paperback Books
Cliff Notes and Art Supplies
400 1 1th Ave. No. Phone -
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 448-3014
TROPHIES - PLAQUES
NAMETAGS
PLASTIC SIGNS
DESK SETS
TELEPHONE
448-6385
COASTAL
SILVER
ENGRAVERS awards
INC.
JEWELRY
804 OAK ST.
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. 29577
ANDERSON TV & H.F.
1606 N. Main
Conway, S.C.
"Your Complete Home
Entertainment Gadget Center"
Radioshack — Sony — Pioneer
RCA — Magnavox
Also Records and Tapes
SOUTHERN PIANO MART
1606 N. Main
Conway, S.C. 29526
Pianos — Organs — Musical
Instruments — Sheet Music
Music Lessons
Piano Tuning and Repair
Wurlitzer — Kimball
Compliments
of
MYRTLE BEACH
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
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MATADOR
MOTOR INN
2005 South Ocean Blvd.
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Phone: 803-448-4351
Owners: Bill and Irene Broske
Managers: Kirby and Phil Johnson
7hu*l/a£u£)
HARDWARE & VARIETY STORE
Large Selection of
Hardware and Homemaker
Housewares
Open Seven Days
• Gift Department
• Beach Supplies and
Accessories
• Auto Accessories
• Appliances — Tools
Tru-Test Paints
• Lawn and Garden Supplies
Seeds — Fertilizer
• Sporting Goods
• Camping Equipment
• Guns and Ammo Supplies
Accessories
U.S. Hwy. 17 South
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Phone (803) 238-5108
Thurs.-Sat.
Dancing
Live Entertainment
Attention Rodeo Fans
Test Your Skills
on the Area's
First and Only
Busting Bronc:
Big Tex
The Mechanical
Bull
Open 8 p.m. Until
Casual Dress
Encouraged
South Carolina National
We Cash
More Checks
Pay More Interst, and
Lend More Money
To More People
Than Any Other Bank in
South Carolina
But We've Still
Got Room for a Lot More
Customers.
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. MEMBER FDIC
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LEARN TO FLY
WITH THE PROG
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we're here
314 Laurel Street and
Coastal Mall
Conway, S.C.
248-2541
Phone: 248-2547
L
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The Trophy Place
1013 4th Ave.
Conway, S.C. 29526
Engraving On: * Trophies
Silver Plaques
Metals Signs
Plastic Name Tags
Where Winners ^4re rXeiogtt
Dann and Priscilla Thompson
Danner and Kathy Thompson
Office: 248-9824
Home: 248-6090
The
Sun
News
We're Waccamaw Pottery, and we've
got more for you!! More savings, more
merchandise, more everything!!
DINNERWARE
FLATWARE
WICKER
LUGGAGE
BASKETS
BRASS
PEWTER
CRYSTAL
GLASSWARE
FIGURINES
LAMPS
PICTURES
DRIED FLOWERS
CANDLES
DOLL FURNITURE
JULIETTES, INC.
P.O. Box 42
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
AND A WHOLE LOT MORE! !
.HWY501 fj ^fe\
OPEN YEAR ROUND
7 DAYS A WEEK
JAN.- FEB. -9 -5
MAR. MAY 9 6
JUNE AUG-8-9
SEPT. DEC-9-6
AIR CONDITIONED
*
© lUoccamaw Pottery
Soufhsttfe
Vharmacy
OPEN SUNDAYS
HWY 501 AT INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. 19577
Seventh Avenue South
Myrtle Beach
mVftTLE BEACH
GRAND PRIX
'When You Care Enough To Send The Very Best'
Lynrts
shop
Myrtle Sq. Mall • Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Phone (803) 448-4841
167
1506 North
Main Street
Phone:
248-2711
HUCKS & WASHINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Conway, S.C.
The Furniture Specialists
KINGSTON OFFICE
SUPPLIES, INC.
P.O. Box 173
Conway, S.C.
29526
Phone: 248-2671
DON HUSKEY
CHEVROLET WESTERN AUTO
ASSOCIATE STORE
M
Main Street
P.O. Box 127
Loris, S.C. 29569
Phone: 357-7051
1227 16th Avenue
Conway, S.C. 29526
Phone:
248-9623
Located Across from Coastal Mall
Office:
448-1707
IB
REALTOR'
DOTTIE EDGE REALTY
CO., INC.
Realtors
COLLINS CO.
Myrtle Square Mall
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Coastal Mall
Conway, S.C.
Collins, Your One Stop Levi's
Headquarters for Every Member
of the Family
Dottie Edge
Broker in Charge
2012 North Kings Hwy.
Myrtle Beach, S. C. 29577
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Conway's Oldest With
the Newest
Department Store
With Current and
New Ideas to Better
Serve You
Conway
248-2227
Myrtle Beach
448-6051
170
iejtftits
9.0. &** 8<* fe— qth ave-N— flV+U. BcoccVi, 5C 5.9570
Sales • Service • Leasing • Rentals
Think Green
GreenFord
The Transportation Center.
Third Ave. at Powell St. Conway S.C. Phone Conway 248-6283 Myrtle Beach 448-2418
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coming FinaijH
king any noiir, a outh;
You don't even needtanpi
In fact, all sorts of unf|§fyf rj
Because they can do awost aH...
inside the bank. - ** - J,t
Not just deposits and withdrawals from their checking accouh^p>ut from theft*savings
accounts, too. As well as loan payments, transfers from one account to another^ and lots of
other kinds of transactions. 3? 1^^
And it's really easy to become a Financial Wizard. All you have tx>do is become a %&^k
customer ° % ^t
raon't have to be a genius to see there are good reasons to be a Financial Wizard.
^
A Financial Wizard A Financial Wizard If you re a Financial Being a Financial A Financial Wizard
Knows how to keep can make hay while Wizard, you can ge.t Wizard can give your can issue orders for
her head above the sun shines. Or money to go, 24 banking a shot in an immediate transfer
water. the moon. hours a day. the arm. —from one account
to another.
Financial Wizards
bankatC&S.
THE ACTION BANK
' Financial Wizard is a registered trademark owned and licensed by the Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina.
' Copyright 1980, C&S Bank of South Carolina. An Equal Housing Lender. (=)
17?.
"Your Happy Shopping Store'
Coastal Mall
Hwy. 501 and 16th Avenue
Conway, S.C.
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 till 9
DIVINE'S
SPORTS CENTER
Clothing and Sports Equipment
2204 N. King Hwy.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
(803) 448-3334
COUNTRY
SHOE SHAK
Myrtle Square
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Compliments of
Coastal Mall
Hwy. 501 and 16th Ave.
Conway
BURTON'S
1017 3rd Avenue Conway, South Carolina
Ladies Ready-To-Wear
248-6115
Viola Burton, Eva Johnson, Lynn Williams
Shop With Us
(803) 248-6793
Phone:
(803)248-5711
308 Elm
Conway, S.C. 29526
COSMETICS
Linda L. Brown
Independent Beauty Consultant
A-3 Coastal Mall Conway, SC 29526
Complimentary Facial
DIXIE
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
Complete Home Furnishings, Appliances,
T.V.'s and Carpets
As Coastal Equips You for Your Future, Dixie Equips You
With Your Home Furnishing Needs
173
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HORRY FARM SUPPLY, INC.
2401 North Main Street
Conway, South Carolina 29526
Phone: 248-9549
Fertilizer
Pesticides
Seeds
Field and Garden
Hardware
"We Appreciate Your Business'
LORIS DRUG STORE
DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER
Phone 756-4021, Loris, S.C.
Safety • Savings • Service
HORRY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
"Owned by Those It Serves"
Conway, South Carolina
HORRY TELEPHONE
COOPERATIVE INC
P.O. Drawer 1820
Conway, S.C. 29526
Phone: (803) 365-2151
ROCK 102 _
WKZQ
FRED ROBERTS
ADVERTISING
Distinctive Signs
"35 Years Experience"
1322 Fourth Ave.
Conway, S.C.
Phone: 248-4477
&£
Recommended
Superb Dining
PRIME RIB OF BEEF— STEAKS
LIVE MAINE LOBSTER— FRESH SEAFOOD
Hwy. 707
HAIR DESIGNS
Complete Family
Hairstyles and Beauty Service
Live Music for Dining and Dancing
Phone: 272-5 1 07
293-3030
U.S. Hwy. 1 7— 5 Miles N. of
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
175
Compliments
of
Myrtle Beach Farms Company
Myrtle Square Myrtle Offices Myrtle Beach Pavilion and Amusement Park
Midway Par 3 and Driving Range
Myrtlewood Golf Courses
176
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1000 N. Kings Hwy
448-5533
PHOTO SUPPLY
Your Photography
Is Our Business
From One Beer Lover to
Another:
OLIVER DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
448-1644
KAWASAKI
YAMAHA
OF
MYRTLE BEACH
(Across From Waccamaw Pottery)
Highway 501 West
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
803-293-3888
Dick and Annette Byrd Owners
178
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Congratulations
to the new
rofessionals
if 1981
from the
Professionals
at the
Newsv
Shcpper
\
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SUNSHINE
CAMERAS
gjEfl
Up To
50%
Off
List
Prices
On All Merchandise
in Stock— All the time
Everyday Is Sale Day!
Canon
Nikon
Minolta
Olympus
Pentax
Yashica
Authorized Dealers of:
• Konica
• Kodak
• Keystone
• Polaroid
• Vivitar
• Rokina
• Pioneer
• Sanyo
• Panasonic
• Jensen
• Sony
• Audiovox
Sunshine Cameras— 3401 N. Kings Hwy.— Myrtle Beach
448-8474— Credit Cards, Personal Checks, Layaways,
for Your Convenience.— All Merchandise Factory
Sealed With Original Manufacturer's Warranties.
We Sell For Less.
Coastal
Mourns the Loss
William Kimbell
In December of 1980 Coastal Carolina College bid fare-
well to William Kimbel, who died at the age of 92. Mr. Kim-
bel had been a long-time friend and very generous sup-
porter of the college for many years. His donations to
Coastal total over $2 million, with $1 million two hundred
thousand going toward the construction of the new Wheel-
right Auditorium, pictured here in its various stages of con-
struction.
Chancellor Edward M. Singleton said of Kimbel "His
contribution to the quality of life in our section of the state
is immeasurable. He had a genuine concern for the welfare
of his neighbors and he willingly gave of himself in numer-
ous ways to help make our region a better place in which to
live."
The Chancellor also said, "Mr. Kimbel's support of
higher education has been instrumental in shaping Coastal
into the respected, progressive institution it is today.
Because of him, a generation of our young people have
been able to enjoy the benefits of a quality college educa-
tion. He was a kind and generous man and he will be
greatly missed."
Kimbel's donations to Coastal include over 100 scholar-
ships, and a contribution toward the Kimbel Center used
for Marine Biology and Coastal Research. Our campus
library was named for Mr. Kimbel.
William Anthony Kimbell 1888-1980
William Anthony Kimbel was born in New York City oi
January 5, 1888. He received a Bachelor of Science degre<
from Columbia University in 1909. He became president c
A. Kimbel and Son, an architectural and decorative firm. I
May of 1978 he received an Honorary Doctor of Humanitie
degree from Coastal Carolina College.

Alison Martin, Editor, Christy and Randy
I certainly could not have put this book together by
myself, so I did not want to be alone in my picture on the
editor's page. My sincere appreciation goes to my husband
Randy and my daughter Christy, who put up with an often
absent, always harried wife and mother during this past
year. Randy's many contributions of photography talent
have been invaluable.
There are many here at Coastal who have participated in
the production of this year's ATHENEUM. My faculty advi-
sor, Scott Johnson, was always supportive and helpful, giv-
ing whenever called upon whatever assistance was
needed.
The Media Center personnel were always cooperative. I
especially want to thank Bill Edmonds for going out of his
way many times to give us help in photography.
In the office of Student Development Mary Harrison, Pat
Singleton, Chris McNeill and Dr. Squatriglia put up with my
resignations and frustrations, doing all they could to hel
me through the rough spots.
This year my staff has made this job bearable. Their cor
tributions of time, talent and enthusiasm have meant
much to me. In particular I want to thank Barbara Cha
ham, my Assist. Ed. for photography, for so many hours
the darkroom and behind the camera, in sickness and i
health. And Lynne Radcliffe, who went above and beyon
the call of duty, doing whatever job needed to be done. N
section editors, assistants and photographers, a bi
thanks for a job well done.
Clark Vereen, Chanticleer Editor, you have been ready 1
help so many times. I have been proud to have my offic
next to yours.
It has been a difficult job and I am glad it is almost ove
But these people have been great to know and great 1
work with. Thanks to all of you!
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